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the use of decimals as applied to money and*
the simple computations found in stores
should be thoroughly taught in the fourth
grade. These problems should constitute a
part of the seat work and a part of the reci-
tation work. The seat work should be done
with care and supervised by the teacher;
otherwise pupils will fall into the verv in-
jurious habits of listlessness and inaccuracy.
When this occurs the seat work is of little or
no benefit.
Denominate numbers, as far as they are in
common use, should be taught in the inter-
mediate grades. This should be done by the
use of common weights and measures and
their application to such problems as occur
in actual business. After these measures
have been learned by use, their tables can be
memorized. Pupils should also be taught,
in connection with this work, to write re-
ceipts and promissory notes and to make
out bills of items bought and sold. In the
higher grades the operations in percentage,
including profit and loss, interest and dis-
count should receive special attention, but
the books used in these grades usually give
such explanations as to render the discus-
sion of special methods unnecessary. See
arithmetic.
NUMBERING- MACHINE, a machine for
impressing consecutive numbers on account
books, coupons, railway tickets, bank notes
and other forms of commercial papers. One
of the principal forms consists of a series of
disks or wheels, each numbered to ten on its
circumference. All are mounted on one
axle, upon which they turn freely, acting
upon one another in. serial order. The first
wheel of the series, containing the units, is
moved one figure by each stroke or move-
ment, and when the units are exhausted, the
tens come automatically into action and act
with, the units, so that for every ten units
marked off, one ten is marked off. When the
disk of tens has moved ten times, the hundred
disk moves once. Often there are wheels
representing' thousands and even tea-thou-
sands.
NUMBEBS, book of, the fourth of the
books of the Pentateuch, containing a rec-
ord of the numbering of fee Israelites, hence
its name* It gives a narrative of Hie journey-
ings o£ the Israelites from the time of their
leaving Sinai to tkeit arrival at the plaiits
ajy feeslcliee parts ib£ iie Mosaic law.
attribute*! to
 Moses, but modern scholars assert that the
book is made up of several parts, each of
which had a separate author.
NUMID'IA, an ancient country of north-
ern Africa, corresponding roughly to modern
Algeria. It was divided among various
tribes, but after the Second Punie War it
was united under Massinissa, and several of
its rulers became noted in Koman history.
In 46 b. c. it became a Roman province, and
at the division of the Eoman Empire it be-
came a part of the Western Empire.
NUMISIIAT'ICS, the science which treats
of coins and medals with reference to their
artistic, historical and economic value. Pres-
ent-day usage restricts the term coin to a
piece of money, usually of metal, and the
term medal to a small ornamental metal disk
made in honor of some person or event. The
side of a coin bearing a head, bust, figure
or national emblem is called the obverse;
the opposite side, the reverse. The legend is
printing around the border, while the in-
scription is the writing in the middle part,
or field. The space "beneath the design,
usually occupied by the date, is the exergue.
In minting, coins are either cast or struck;
when cast they are made by pouring molten
metal into molds; when struck, by exerting
upon them sufficient pressure with a die to
impress a design* The metals most general-
ly employed in making coins are gold, silver,
nickel, copper and bronze.
The first coins were probably made in
Asia; the oldest in existence are Greek, of
the fifth century B. o. In ancient, as in
modern times, the coins of kingdoms and
empires bore the portrait of the reigning
prince; those of free states some character-
istic or symbol device. On Egyptian coins
are pictured the ibis, isstrum, crocodile; on
African, the elephant; on Arabian, the eamel.
Some of these coins were oval in shape, but
most of them were circular. The most beau*
tiful coins ever made are those of the fourth
century (b. a.) in Greece; these are the work
of some of the greatest of Greek sculptors.
Ancient eoins are not dated, but the numis-
matist is able, by reference to the design,
to determine with accuracy the period and
eouniary to which an antique ©oin belongs,
The earliest coins of the American colonies
were made in Massachusetts in 1652; in 1662
femous **piB6'fee© sMJlings^ weirs fest
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